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National Election Watch (NEW) is a coalition of local and international organizations in Sierra Leone with a
common objective of supporting peaceful free fair and credible elections
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Foreword
Building Citizens Confidence for Credible and Violent-free Democratic Transitions
As I write this Forward, to the 2017-2021 Strategic Plan of NEW, it gives me great re-assurance that
despite the social and political challenges faced by nascent democracies like Sierra Leone, the nation
is on the path to consolidate its democratic gains through peaceful change of government by the
ballot box. Keeping an eye on the Polls and events running up to Election Day is the core mandate of
NEW and I’m excited the coalition is well positioned to deliver on this mandate for the 2018 Electoral
cycle.
There has been a widely recognized paradigm shift on Civil Society’s engagement in Elections in Sierra
Leone from ad-hoc intervention to a formalize and systematic involvement in all stages of the
electoral cycle. This approach has engendered citizens’ trust for democratic transition and peace
consolidation together with ensuring that quality election delivery is at the heart of EMB operations.
It is against this background that a comprehensive Strategic Plan for 2017-2021 was conceptualized
and developed in a highly consultative manner with a focus of membership buy-in and ownership of
the document. The ethos is not only about checkmating EMBs but also upholding and projecting such
institutions as the gold standards for democracy building in Sierra Leone. Thus, NEW’s strategic
approach in Elections engagement is to add value to the electoral process and not to undermine it.
NEW’s delivery on its flagship or core intervention area of Elections Observation has distinguished the
coalition as one of Sierra Leone’s pride in democracy building efforts, a recognition at home and the
sub-region as a whole. Our presence for the most part has deterred electoral violence and fraud and
through capacity building efforts developed a crop of civil society experts in elections who are
currently servicing sub-regional and international Elections observation outfits.
NEW is particularly grateful to the European Delegation in Sierra Leone for supporting the preparatory
phase of NEWs work for the 2018 Electoral cycle; this positioned the coalition to crystallize around the
democratic ethos of timely elections and intervene on specific challenges in the cycle in order to keep
the electoral process on track.
To conclude, we look forward to a credible and peaceful elections, where political parties will engage
ethically and respect the law, the polls conducted in a transparent manner, elections results managed
with the highest forms of integrity, the security apparatus dispense their duty with a sense of
responsibility, impartially and professionalism, the judiciary distinguishing itself as the upholder of the
Rule of Law. All registered citizens are encouraged to vote as a democratic right and conduct
themselves within the ambits of the law. NEW will continue its Post-Elections engagement to keep
the Electoral cycle alive, productive and accountable. We deserve a better and prosperous Sierra
Leone.

Marcella Samba-Sesay
Chairperson
2017
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Introduction
National Election Watch (NEW) is a coalition of domestic observers that has been in existence
for more than a decade and through systematic observation ensured that elections in Sierra
Leone are free, credible and free from fear. As a learning coalition using multiple and innovative
approaches many experiences around electioneering processes have been acquired. This is the
fourth Strategic Plan the coalition has developed and with support from the EU Delegation in
Sierra Leone. This plan acknowledges the diverse membership nature of NEW and therefore
took a participatory approach in its development. The Strategic Plan is for 5 years and spans
from 2017– 2021.
In a highly consultative process, the plan involved several interactive sessions including: a twoday session in Freetown, one day session in Makeni for the northern region, and two-day
session each in Kenema for the East, Bo for the South and Waterloo for the Western Area.
Introductory and Closing Sessions were equally done in Freetown. Outputs from these sessions
informed the development of this plan. The emphasis was for the entire membership to own
not only the process, but also the product. The interface between NEW and Election
stakeholders was demonstrated as participants represented Electoral Management Bodies
(EMBs), Commissions and Security Agencies in all the consultations. A two-day internal review
retreat was also held in Freetown. Participants at this retreat included all 14 NEW District
Coordinators, 4 Regional Coordinators, Strategic Management Committee member, Secretariat
staff and volunteers. Through group work and presentations, plenary discussions, questions and
answers, the retreat had the objective of developing a revised, comprehensive and objective
NEW Internal Review document that could be used to steer future policy and programmatic
decisions and serve as a basis for the further input into Strategic Plan.
Broadly, the Strategic Plan is divided into five parts:
Part 1: - Highlights the identity of NEW, throwing light on who the coalition is in the form of its
Mission Statement, the Vision Statement and its Core Values
Part 2: - Provides insight into the past of NEW, discussing its historical background, its
achievements and impact,
Part 3: - Gives an analysis of the current status of the coalition, its internal strengths and
weaknesses, the opportunities and threats, and its situation within its environmental context
Part 4: - Is the main thrust of the plan that presents the strategic areas NEW will focus on
within the lifespan of this plan (2017 through 2021). The strategic areas discuss priority issues
within the defined strategic areas and propose interventions to address the issues.
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Part 5: - Outline the programme of activities and costs within the planning horizon, as well as
indicating the funding situation of the planned interventions.

Part 1: Our Identity

A coalition of CSOs, Observing, Monitoring and
Strengthening the electoral process, in partnership with
EMBs and other stakeholders for free, fair and credible
elections in Sierra Leone

Our identity is enshrined in our mission and vision statements and our eight core values.
Our Mission Statement
Core Values









Credibility – giving objective and acceptable feedback on all electoral processes
Accountability and transparency – Explaining and taking responsibility for actions in an
open manner
Independence – Not aligned with any authority or political party
Integrity –exhibit ourselves with self-respect, trust, honesty, confidentiality and
discipline
Professionalism – we work according to standard rules and regulations
Impartiality – We do not take sides
Cooperation - We work with partners, donors and other organizations which shared
vision of improving the electoral and political processes
Volunteerism – We provide unpaid services to monitor and observe electoral processes

Vision Statement
“Adequately resourced and sustainable NEW, operating in an environment of solid democracy
and Good governance through credible electoral process”
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Part 2 – Our Past
Historical Background
The concept of elections observation first became a practice in Sierra Leone’s electoral process
in 1996, when the civil society started demanding a greater role in its governance by urging the
National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC) military junta to hand over power to a civilian
government. After several consultations on whether the country should have peace before
elections or elections before peace, the NPRC finally agreed to conduct elections in February
1996, after two national consultations, titled “Bintumani I and II”. With the suspicion that the
military was not sincere in truly relinquishing power, several civil society organizations, with
support from their respective international donor partners, embarked on the observation of
the1996 elections. The level of success with the observation was so outstanding that the
participating organizations in that event began discussions on the need for the observation of
subsequent elections in a coordinated and unified manner to add credibility to national
elections observation processes.
By 2002, the discussions resulted into the formation of a national coalition of Civil Society
organizations (CSOs), under the umbrella of National Election Watch (NEW) to observe the
following Presidential and Parliamentary elections held in 2002. Under the leadership of its first
National Chairman, Reverend Rogers Wright, NEW was adequately prepared to observe the
2002 Presidential and Parliamentary elections with significant support from the National
Democratic Institute (NDI).The Coalition successfully observed the elections, and as part of its
mandate produced reports and press releases on the conduct of the event. The Coalition began
holding national, regional and district meetings and established a governance structure at these
levels.
Increasingly, the coalition began to grow in the observation of elections, and had another
opportunity when the 2004 Local Government Act was enacted by the Government of Sierra
Leone (GoSL) as part of decentralizing the country’s governance system. Again, with support
from the NDI and other donor partners, NEW was positioned to observe the 2004 Local Council
Elections throughout the country, with 50% coverage of polling stations. During that election,
an elections basket fund was created by the UN to support election stakeholder organizations,
in which NEW was an active participant. With increased level of support, NEW developed a
plan and checklist and trained observers to monitor the elections. Again, with the exemplary
performance and contribution in adding credence to the event, the coalition began to gain
national and international recognition as an institution that had a unique space in
electioneering. It continued to observe almost all subsequent bye-elections that followed.
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With these dynamics and complexities, NEW developed its maiden strategic plan in a one-day
session, to span the period 2005 through 2009. As one major strategic outcome of the process,
a communication strategy was developed, given the importance, communication played in the
role of NEW. The plan opened new windows and opportunity in elections observation. With
the recognition the coalition began to gain, its personnel started observing elections in other
countries within the sub-region and beyond, in Nigeria, Ghana, and Liberia.
Recognizing the low level of knowledge of the public on electioneering issues, NEW embarked
on civic education to increase public understanding of electoral processes and the need for
their active participation. In fact, the coalition developed a civic education handbook that
guided the awareness raising initiatives. In addition, Identifying violence as major hindrance to
successful elections, NEW embarked on initiatives like non-violence campaign to reduce the
incidence of violence during elections in the country. It broadened its scope of observation to
include the observation of other public elections like paramount chieftaincy.
Gradually, NEW’s insight into election widened and started accepting elections as a process
rather a single event, and ensured it observed registration of voters as part of its mandate,
prior to the 2007 Presidential and Parliamentary elections. In partnership with the
Independent Radio Network (IRN), NEW announced provisional reports as counting were
concluded at various polling stations across Sierra Leone. Innovative approaches such as the
Parallel Vote Tabulation (PVT) were explored and introduced during the 2007 elections,
including using text messages to report incidences as they occurred at polling stations. Also, it
developed an incident reporting template delineating “What constitute an Incident” to ensure
there is consistency in its reporting mechanism, through regional reporting point persons. A
code of conduct was also designed to guide its observers and other personnel to demonstrate
professionalism during elections observation.
Following the 2007 elections and as a learning entity, NEW instituted an internal review
process, to conduct a thorough assessment of its performance, analyzing what went well or
not, and how its performance could be improved in future elections. To further strengthen its
human capacity, NEW enhanced the capacity of its members on governance and civic education
and participated in boundary delimitation processes. The coalition broadened its management
structures with the formation of 12 member district teams, comprising six male and six female,
to mainstream gender equity in its management, from a two-member team at the regional and
district secretariats. NEW went further to establish some loose structures at Chiefdom level,
the Chiefdom Focal Persons (CFPs), whom in collaboration with the district and regional team
recruited polling observers.
Within the period 2006 and 2010, NEW continued to increase its partnership with various
stakeholders and the Elections Management Body (EMB), including strong partnership with
international observers, constantly and continuously engaging them to reach consensus on the
electoral processes. From electoral observation, NEW moved on to the observation of the
entire electoral processes, keeping an eye on the registration of voters, exhibition of voters’ list,
nomination of candidates and campaigns by political parties. With these developments, the
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coalition observed the2008 Local Council elections, with 100% coverage of polling stations, and
priority observer’s texting into a database on incidences. In line with its elections observation
processes, produced press releases at every stage of the electoral cycle. Through increased
understanding of the electoral process, the coalition set up an accreditation desk with
appointed officers, observed the electoral courts and observed village head elections in the
Western Rural District.
By 2011, NEW developed its second Strategic Plan for the period, 2011 through to 2014, with a
two-year lapse, after the end of its maiden strategic plan. As part of its normal activities, it
continued to observe paramount chieftaincy and all bye elections, and the 2012 multitier
elections – Presidential, Parliamentary, and Local council and Mayoral elections. Prior to the
2012 elections, NEW won a project titled “Civil Society Engagement in elections and Electoral
Processes” (CSEEP), which based on gaps in the electoral process focused on five thematic
themes: Electoral Education (EE), Electoral Observation (EO), Safety and Security (SS),
Organization Development (OD), and Oversight of the Legal framework. With funding of
2million British Pound Sterling from DFID, the project was geared towards bringing other expert
CSOs together with NEW, to address a wide range of gaps identified in the country’s electoral
process. The project was implemented by NEW and partner CSOs, including Sierra Leone Youth
Empowerment Organization (SLYEO), Society for Democratic Initiatives (SDI), and Search for
Common Grounds (SFCG) as grants manager. Following the 2012Multitier elections, NEW again
embarked on its regular internal review process to analyze useful lessons learnt based on which
improvements were made for increased performance,
Within the same period, NEW, with desirous of continuously enhancing the capacity of its
members, provided scholarship for250 members to participate in training on Electoral laws and
processes together with Civic Education at the Institute of Electoral Administration and Civic
Education (INEACE). Some members graduated with Certificates and others up to Diploma
level. With its membership drive and development of membership database, the membership
grew to 375 member organizations. Of special interest, organizations of marginalized groups,
specifically, women and physically challenged persons were registered with the coalition. Still,
as part of its Organizational Development process, the coalition embarked on the restructuring
of the district structures.
Towards the 2012 multitier elections, the coalition recruited and deployed 150 long- term
national observers nationwide. Prior to the election, it recruited, trained and deployed three
categories of observers: Priority Observers responsible for PVC, Text messages and normal
observers. Observers were deployed at every polling station across the country, and again
partnered with IRN to announce provisional results as counting were collated at the different
Polling stations. An added innovation to initiatives for the 2012 elections was the
establishment of the Situation Room, funded by Open Society Initiative for West Africa
(OSIWA), which provided a visual expert analysis as elections related events unfold in different
parts of the country on polling day.
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Given the fact that elections are closely linked to the constitution, NEW was actively
represented in the constitutional review process with membership on the Constitutional
Review Committee (CRC). The Constitutional review process unto this moment of developing
the Strategic Plan is still ongoing.
NEW in advance of the 2018 Elections embarked on a massive fund raising drive, winning a
grant from the EU to the tune of Euro 314,000, from which, the strategic planning process is
being funded. The project was formally launched in Freetown on 10th October2016.

Our Achievements

NEW has made significant achievements over the last 16 years since its establishment in 2002.
 From no office to a space within SFCG’s rented office facility, NEW can now boast of a
national and Independent office space, with paid staff including a full time Programme
Manager, and well defined decentralized and legitimate organogram.
 Through benefitting from several international trainings and experience sharing tours,
and in country training including INEACE, NEW has a well capacitated membership in
electoral processes, laws and civic education. It has built a professional team of
electoral experts, capable of observing and monitoring elections related activities with
precisions.
 Because of its professionalism, NEW won a court case against a sitting Member of
Parliament from Port Loko district
 With greater recognition by both local and international partners, NEW serves a unique
position within EMBs1 and it is now a member of the sub-regional international
observation coalitions, the West African Elections Observer Network (WAEON)
 NEW is seen as a knowledge base centre on elections observation and monitoring
serving as reference point for other African states for experience sharing
 Donors including the EU, DFID, the UN and others are willing to support the activities of
NEW
Our Impact
At the higher level in elections observation and monitoring, NEW has created two major
impact:
 There is improved public confidence in the electoral processes with increased
collaboration and partnership with elections observation at international level which
has ultimately contributed to free, fair, credible election outcomes

1

Political Parties Registration Commission (PPRC), National Elections Commission (NEC), Office of National Security
(ONS), Sierra Leone Police (SLP), National Elections Watch (MNEW)
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Learning from its experience, other neighboring countries, including Liberia, Guinea and
Malawi have established domestic observation structures
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Part 3: Our Current Situation – Internal and External
NEW’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
Our Weaknesses and Threats
Presented in the matrix 1 are some of NEWs major Strengths and Weaknesses
Our Strength
Our Weaknesses
 We are nationally and internationally
 Commitment
of
our
Strategic
recognized
Management
Committee
Members
fluctuate
 There is willingness and volunteerism
culture within our membership
 Our constitutional provisions are not
strictly followed, and there are Loopholes
 We have a capacitated and competent
in the constitution requiring review. There
leadership that have demonstrated
is need for review of our organizational
integrity
structure
 We have an office space with own

Our follow up system needs to be
contact details
improved
 We are an Independent and inclusive
 Some members of the coalition align
coalition with well-defined organizational
themselves with political parties
structure

We are restricted from engaging the
 Our governance system is decentralized,
media at district level
from national, to regions, then district
and chiefdom levels
 In some instances, we do recruit observers
outside areas of own geographical location
 We have a broader network of
membership organizations with diverse
 There is room for improvement in our
expertise, but network with one common
capacity building interventions especially,
goal – ensuring a free fair and credible
at district level, and we do not have some
elections
strategic technical expertise
 There is ongoing capacity building
 Though people with disability are involve
initiatives built within our operations
in our activities, we still recognize there is
room for improvement
 We have a nationwide membership and
coverage
 Our reports are not mandatory on other
bodies to take action, as we do not have
 We deployed 5,500 observers in 2007
the mandate to challenge results that are
elections in Sierra Leone
not credible
 We believe in strong collaborative effort
 We do encounter logistics challenges in
 We have a strong human resource
our operations, for example, in the area of
capacity
specialized gadgets
 We work with young people and we do
 Budget allocation for district activities is
enhance their capacity
limited
 We give consideration to gender inclusion
 Our accountability mechanism in relation
demonstrated in our district teams, in
to both narrative and financial reporting
which 50% are women, and the National
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Chairman also a female
We Include people with disability in our
organization and operations
The security of our membership is always
paramount
We work within the legal framework of
Sierra Leone
We are a non-political and nonGovernmental network
We are Visible in every part of the
country
through
our
work
in
electioneering process
Cooperation
with
donors
and
stakeholders is exemplary (An MoU exists
between NEC and NEW)
We have a unique position in the
country’s electoral process - monitoring
the process and observation on Polling
day











needs improvement
Stipend for our observers is not
competitive
There is no existing audited account as
efforts have been driven by Service
Providers
We have experienced delays in supplying
observation
materials/kits
to
our
observers in the past due to logistical
challenge
We do not have an established mechanism
to generate income from our membership
and therefore, we lack financial autonomy
as 100% of our funding are from donors
There is misunderstanding among the
public about the work of NEW.
Expectations are high that NEW should
address Election Challenges outside its
mandate
Key documents for policy direction and
improvement of the admin/finance
system,
human
resources
and
communications need formulation or
review

Our Opportunities and Threats
Indicated in matrix 2 are the opportunities we can explore and exploit, and threat that could
hinder our work
Our Opportunities
Our Threats
 There is a pool of equally qualified CSOs
 The outbreak of political instability
in Sierra Leone that are not members of
and
intimidation,
including
our coalition
constitutional
crises
involving
violence
and
political
party
tensions
 Like minded stakeholders of common
 The element of donor fatigue and
interest in ensuring a free, fair and
credible elections do exist in the country
limited funding
and beyond
 The current austerity measures and
 Technological advances continue to occur
high inflation rates
locally and internationally that could add
 The limited number of qualified
value to the electoral processes
persons in some communities in
 Democracy and good governance,
Sierra Leone
including election monitoring is a priority
 The outbreak of epidemics or other
theme to many donors
natural disasters, like the Ebola Virus
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There are established electoral laws
existing in Sierra Leone
Donor funds are available in and outside
Sierra Leone
There are many adequately and
appropriately qualified and experienced
young men and women, that are
unemployed
Sierra Leone enjoys a pool of media
houses, both electronic and print for
information dissemination to the public
There are democratic elections going on
in several countries across the globe.









Disease
The perception of the public, the
government as well as political parties
of the work of NEW
Difficult terrains including bad
weather conditions and challenges
faced at sea, and hard to reach
communities in the country
Poor and challenging communication
networks in some parts of the country
The existence of bad laws, such as the
1965 Public order act
The existence of other organizations
with better remuneration
The unfriendly NGO policy presented
to Cabinet
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Environmental Scan
We are operating in an environmental context that could have some implication for what we do
as NEW. It could either be political, Socio-cultural, economical, legal, security, environmental
and technological. The dynamics of this context needs to be critically analyzed and factored into
our plan.
Political Context
Sierra Leone enjoys a multiparty democratic system with two major political parties, the All
People Congress (APC) and the Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP). There are other smaller
parties such as, but not limited to Peoples Movement Democratic Change (PMDC). United
Democratic Party (UDM), Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) and the Alliance Democratic Party
(ADP). In total, there are 11 parties registered with the Political Parties Registration
Commissioned (PPRC), though only two are represented in the House of Parliament (HOP). At
present, the APC is the incumbent while the SLPP is in the opposition, an opposition described
in many circles as weak, as the HOP is overwhelmingly represented by members of the
incumbent.
Our electoral system is First Pass the Post, and too much partisan in nature,
which excludes the participation of marginalized groups such as youth, women and Persons
with Disabilities.
Our system is guided by a written constitution, which dictates separation of power among the
Executive, the Legislation and the Judiciary. However, in some instances, the fusion of power is
visible especially in the office of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice and this interferes
with the independence of the judiciary and Legislature. Some very sensitive appointments like
the Chief Electoral Commissioner, Inspector General of Police, the Chief Justice and others,
whose appointments are critical for good governance are appointed by the President, and
approved by parliament, which often compromises their independence. Thus, the executive
powers have the tendency to interfere with their independence and undermine their
objectivity.
Currently, there are political tensions and a division due to the winner takes all, with evident
tribal and regional divisions, the north towards the ruling party and the south east, the main
opposition party. Some CSOs are acting as government ‘Mouthpiece’ including some media
institutions have become partisan, and the public media monopolized by the incumbent. IntraParty political tensions especially within the opposition SLPP has surfaced in an unprecedented
level.
All the major political parties have conducted their national conventions, with increased
political tensions with supporters of same political parties and between different political
parties. The National Civic and Voter Registration has been conducted, the merger was the first
in the history of Sierra Leone and fraught with series of challenges foremost been the
misplacement and loss of data in some locations. The NEC has made effort to address the
problem and registrants whose photos could not be traced will be captured during the
distribution of Voter identity cards early November-December 2017. Simultaneously, there are
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several ongoing processes: the constitutional review process; Boundary delimitation and deamalgamation of chiefdoms and increase in number of districts. In the midst of all of these,
there is insufficient timeline for implementation of electoral laws and delay in the
establishment of electoral courts. The public itself is ignorant of some these laws, for instance,
stakeholders like Paramount Chiefs do get themselves involved in political campaigns.
Implication for NEW
1. The existence of the constitution which stipulates the freedom of association and
movement provides the enabling environment for NEW to operate without fair, as long
as their operation is kept within the laws of the country. It allows NEW to work with
EMBs and other stakeholders for the common goal of a free, fair and credible elections,
leading to the acceptance of reports by all parties, and making the outbreak of violence
very remote.
2. The high level of illiteracy and the ignorance of the public of laws create space for NEW
to embark on educating the public about these laws. Through the education of the
public, informed choices of who should lead them at both national, district, constituency
and ward level would be made. People will not elect their representative based on party,
regional or tribal lines which will be healthy for national development. Voter apathy will
minimize and there will be high voter turnout.
3. The aspect of over policing will threaten NEW personnel and would hinder their functions
of objectively monitoring the electioneering process.
4. With CSOs taking sides, including the media, reporting on the electoral processes will be
bias and would be challenging for the public to accept the observation report of NEW.
This could lead to chaos and violence and will expose the workers of NEW to danger.
5. With disagreement of the opposition party over the census reports and implicitly the
boundary delimitation, there is likelihood the situation will lead to increased political
tension, which could break into violence. With NEW concern over the safety of its
personnel, election in violent prone areas will go on without NEW’s observation of the
process.
6. The uncertainty over time line from the side of the government has great influence on
the planning of NEW’s operations. It will impact on its recruitment and training of its
observers and affects the deployment of its personnel. Activities will be rushed and
would not be thorough if enough time is not provided for them to adequately prepare.
7. The misconception of the political parties of the work of NEW is a prerequisite for the
non-acceptance of NEW’s objective observation. The findings and report on NEW on the
electoral process will be difficult to be accepted by the loosing sides.
Socio- Cultural Context
The socio-cultural context still promotes male chauvinism threatening the participation of
female politicians. There is no gender parity in making decisions, and almost always, decision
making is dominated by men. The attainment of chieftaincy is dictated by one’s association
with a cultural group, meaning non-members are excluded. For example, in the North, women
hardly if not at all, hold traditional chieftaincy positions. The use of traditional beliefs and
practices to intimidate opponents and the public is a common place. The traditions which had
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kept women at the back is facing the challenge of understanding that sexual and gender base
violence is the violation of the rights of the victim.
At national level, percentage of women in political positions is comparatively very low. The
high rate of youth unemployment is unprecedented, leading to violence and the proliferation of
drug and substance abuse. The activities of young people have attained an extreme stage, with
youth coming together to form ‘cliques’2 that threatens the lives of peaceful citizens. Serving as
an incentive to destroy young people is the proliferation of highly concentrated and cheap
alcohol, available in every corner of the society.
The health and education systems are in shambles with decline in educational standards, and
high level of illiteracy still prevalent. Water and sanitation facilities are in a deplorable state.
Development is skewed in favor of urban settlements which promote rural urban migration.
Among many countries, Sierra Leone is one of the few that enjoys political and religious
tolerance. In line with its constitutions, many CBOs, INGOs, NGOs and CBOs freely operate in
the country, with increasing number of privately owned TVs and radio outlets. The issue of
impunity continues to hamper the development of many societies, as corporate institutions fail
to fulfil their corporate social responsibilities.
Implications for the work of NEW
1. Traditional/cultural practice restrict the movement of non-members, and the movement
of a NEW member finding him or herself in such a community will be equally restricted,
therefore failing to perform his or her monitoring or observation function.
2. Violence in all its form will scare NEW personnel off their functions
3. The availability of the many TV and radio channels and religious groups could be utilized
to fast track civic education on political and electoral laws and processes.
4. Within an atmosphere of religious and political tolerance, NEW enjoys a peaceful
atmosphere and will perform its function to the fullest
5. In addition to using the social media to disseminate information about electoral
processes, the facilities can also be utilized for civic education.

Economic Context
Sierra Leone’s economic environment has been dramatic. Few years back, just after the 2012
elections, it was pronounced by the president of the country as the fastest growing economy.
Only about four years later, the government has invoked austerity measures to revamp the
economy. The dramatic decline can be attributed to the global economic decline, but also due
to the outbreak of the Ebola Virus Disease, which brought most economic activities to a halt.
Another contributing factor could have been the drop in the market value of iron ore products,
leading to the collapse of giant companies like London Mining and African Minerals, two major
2

Youth forming small groups to threaten civilian with arms and in the processing dispossessing them of their
property
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multi-national companies that were investing in the mining sector. The economy is riddled with
high taxation, increased in unemployment rate, especially among young people, untimely
retirement, high inflation rate in basic essential/commodities and services, causing difficult
challenges for families to survive, and some people resolving to arm robbery.
The economy is highly donor driven with low or narrow tax base and limited space for revenue
generation. The economy has not been sufficiently diversified, and it is dependent on large
importation of goods and services, not matching the amount of exported goods, dwindling the
national foreign reserve. There are several strategic gaps in our mining policies with conditions
favoring the corporate bodies at the expense of the citizens. The private/public partnership
relationship is unfavorable, despite the favorable business registration conditions. The local
content policy, as positive as it may be, is yet to be sufficiently implemented. Corruption is at
its peak, dwindling donor support, and ultimately leading to high standard of living. The level
of poverty has increased and many homes are finding it difficult to survive.
Implication for the work of NEW
1. In an environment of weak economic base, NEW will find it difficult to generate the
much needed resources to effectively and efficiently support its monitoring and
observation function. As good as the plan and activities could be, finding the resources
to ensure they are judiciously implemented could be a challenge
2. With the population subjected to poverty, their participation in political processes can be
dictated by those with the resources, hence making the wrong choice based on economic
deprivation. NEW’s intervention in this area will involve the education of the public to
vote not base on economic power, but qualities and characteristics of a good leader.
Some voters who might not be able to pay their way to polling venues might be deprived
of their franchise.
3. The increase rate of inflation has an attendant effect on the performance of NEW as
budgeted estimates might be far lower than actual costs, when it comes to the
implementation of activities. For example, the price of petroleum products has been
increased by more than 50%, meaning actual fuel that budgeted amount could purchase
will be 50% less than the actual quantity required.
4. The government of Sierra Leone itself might not be able to adequately fund the electoral
process.
Legal Context
There are legal instruments for the strengthening of democracy with a focus on free, fair and
peaceful elections including the Local Government Act of 2004, the Chieftaincy Act of 2009 and
the Public Elections Act of 2012. Further, there is an independent Electoral Management Body
enshrined in the constitution of Sierra Leone. There is an independent court system, and an
electoral court to speedily adjudicate flaws in electoral processes. On the side of the public, the
establishment of the Legal Aid Board is certainly a positive development, so that those who
cannot afford, can be represented free of cost by a legal personnel. The legal context provides
the enabling environment for the operations of all organizations including NEW. At the sub19 | P a g e

regional level, there is the ECOWAS court, which provides support towards the strengthening of
national democracies.
On the down side, there are gaps in some of these laws. For example, the Public Order Act of
1965, the Criminal Libel Laws are aspects that could militate against the work of some
organizations. The draft NGO policy has been frown at by many CSOs, as it will stifle the
genuine and complementarity role organizations has been and continue to play in mitigating
the effects of poverty on the population. The recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) are yet to be mainstreamed in our electoral laws, and marginalized groups
like women and youth continue to be marginalized.

Implication for the work of NEW
1. The establishment of the laws provides the legal framework for NEW to freely operate as
an independent and autonomous body which gives hope to many Sierra Leoneans for a
credible electoral process.
2. On the contrary, the gaps in some of the laws could serve as militating clauses that could
hinder the work of NEW. For instance, NEW has once been sued to court for judiciously
playing its role in a paramount chieftaincy elections

Security Context
Sierra Leone is a sovereign state with established state security apparatus, including the Sierra
Leone Police (SLP), the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF), the Office of National
Security (ONS), the Sierra Leone Correctional Services (SLCS), the National Fire Force (NFF),
Immigration, Metropolitan Police, and Native Authority (NA) Police. All the security apparatus
are operating under the umbrella of the ONS. Cognizant of its limitations, the SLP employed
the setting up of Local Policing Partnership Board (LPPB) to aid policing throughout the country.
The ONS has the key responsibility of identifying early warning signs.
Generally, state security has been bogged down with control by the incumbent with the phrase,
“orders from above”. This has resulted into unprofessionalism in the conduct of the functions
of some state security, coupled with high rate of corruption. Particularly, the police has
exhibited high handedness during conflict situations leading to fatality in several instances.
There is disconnect between the general police and the Special Security Division (SSD), often
accused of the high handedness. The actions of these security apparatus had led to poor
relationship between them and the public.
Implications for the work of NEW
1. The high handedness of the police has often scared the populace leading to low turnout
of voters especially during bye elections.
2. Participating political parties have accused the SLP of intimidating their supporters,
undermining the credibility of the outcome of the elections, contrary to the primary
purpose of NEW.
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3. In cases of insecurity, assigned NEW observers have abandoned polling posts.

Environment Context
In general, there are two main seasons in Sierra Leone, raining and dry seasons. The
topography is characterized by difficult terrains with mountainous, rocky and bad roads, and
river-rine, making it difficult for some parts of the country to be easily accessible. Examples of
inaccessible areas are settlements in Bonthe Island and communities like Banana Island, Rikette
and Dublin in the western area. In fact, some of these areas are not motorable, and usually,
almost impossible to access during the rainy season.
For economic and agricultural reasons, there is huge environmental degradation going on in the
country. Traditional farming practices that involves slashing and burning has immensely
contributed to the destruction of the environment. In recent times also, there is increasing
investment by international corporate bodies leading to extensive land grabbing and
deforestation. Mining companies are engaged in extensive land degradation with little or no
mechanism for the recovery of the degraded land. Disputes among citizens and their
paramount chiefs over land at local and national level is a common place.
In recent times, Sierra Leone has been identified by international scientists as one of the three
disaster prone countries in the world. There is frequent flooding occurring in the capital and
many other parts of the country. The country’s preparedness to respond to disasters and other
environmental issues is very weak.
Implications for the Work of NEW
1. The most suitable time for the conduction of elections and its effective observation
should be in the dry season, when there will be easy access to several communities
2. Improved road network and tarmac roads will enhance easy accessibility to communities
within planned timeframe, hence reaching out to people and communities for electoral
information and education, and movement of NEW personnel leading to delay and
inadequate reporting
3. Difficult terrains and inaccessibility will lead to voter apathy, clarity on sensitive
information and encourages electoral frauds that will be challenging for NEW to discover
4. With difficult terrain, NEW will incur huge cost to access communities, at best, using
hired boats and chartered aircrafts

Technological
With the availability of various media, both print and electronic, development in information
technology is in an advanced stage in Sierra Leone. There is proliferation of sophisticated
devices in the likes of variety of phones, and high numbers of users of social media. Also, there
is gradual increase in the number TV stations and their coverage. Despite these developments,
many part of the country are still not enjoying these facilities. In those areas where they do
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exists, networks is most often weak or very poor and generally very expensive to utilize and
maintain.

Implications for the work of NEW
1. NEW’s national secretariat can confirm the authenticity of evidenced based and on the
spot reports without visiting the spot of the action and reports can be easily recorded for
future reference. Evidence based report will surely add credence to NEW’s report.
2. Vital messages can be disseminated to its membership and the wider public faster and
cheaper, and electoral process and staff welfare can be easily carried out
3. Two helpful developments are the establishment of biometric systems creating easy
access to information by NEW, the setting up of the situation room where live situation
of the incidences at polling communities can be viewed.
4. Human capacity to effectively operate the equipment is inadequate and operating and
maintaining the IT equipment and materials can be very expensive
5. It is believed that some politicians can use technology to influence observers to
compromise standards and could also lead to conflict among political parties due to the
dissemination of wrong messages
6. On the down side, too much reliance on technology can be disadvantageous, for
example, there could be instances of network failure and flat battery and the absence of
recharge facility
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Part 4: Our Strategic Areas and Directions
NEW’s core and major operation is the observation and monitoring of the electoral cycle. In
carrying out this role, these are the Strategic areas NEW as a coalition will focus on in the next
five years. The 2018 electoral cycle poses emerging challenges for NEW given the general
resource limitations. With the ever-changing political and electoral climate, the increased
number of voters, electoral districts, polling centers and stations, parliamentary constituencies
and wards and inevitably more actors, 100% coverage of and participation in the cycle is quite
germane for NEW. Based on NEW’s existing structures down to chiefdom and zonal levels, it
has the spatial and human resource advantage to effectively deliver on this but will be limited
financially. NEW’s core and major operations do take place throughout each electoral cycle
including bye-elections, paramount chieftaincy, constitutional referendum and many other
public elections. Thus, the strategic areas have been designed to focus on special challenges
associated with polling day, other elections related strategic areas and the need to further
enhance the capacity of NEW to be able to adequately respond to the demanding electoral and
political environment.
The six (6) strategic areas identified for the planning period, 2017-2021 are as follows:
Strategic Area 1. Special Challenges and Difficulties Associated with Polling Day and its Stages
Strategic Area 2. Security and Non-Violent Electoral and Political Process
Strategic Area 3. Adherence to Political and Electoral Laws and Processes
Strategic Area 4. Enhancing Citizens Knowledge on Political and Electoral Laws, and Processes
Strategic Area 5. Institutional and Management Capacity Development
Strategic Area 6. NEW Accessibility to Every Polling Community across the Country
Strategic Area 1: Special Challenges and Difficulties Associated with Polling Day and its
Stages

As we move to the fourth post conflict elections the need for citizens observation of elections is
critical to first add value to the electoral process and to build citizens confidence for credible
peaceful and timely elections. It is important that that citizens group organized themselves in a
constructive manner to track, report, document and take actions in a systematic manner on
issues bordering around elections. This means the registration of Voters will be observed
together with the exhibition and nomination of candidates. Long-term observers will be
deployed to track events as the elections unfold. Campaign and Polling day activities will
equally be covered. A situation room will be established for real time reporting and tackling
incidents relating to elections.
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The Citizens Situation Room (CSR) will continue as a post-Election monitoring tool to track the
winning party’s manifesto as an accountable tool reporting on all related issues for post
elections reforms and engagement.
Observing the election itself demands huge logistics, both in terms of material, equipment and
human support. It requires the recruitment and deployment coupled with the building of
capacity of more than a thousand personnel to ensure the maintenance of professionalism in
carrying out its function. The other dimension is the issue of preparing for By-elections, which
come on case-by-case basis, and chieftaincy and headmen elections. The level of credibility
NEW has attained over the years had made the public look up to the coalition for the
observation of these community related elections to ensure they are peaceful, free and fair.
NEW’s unpreparedness for these elections had rendered their observation shallow and not
meeting the required level of its professionalism. Without the desired effectiveness and
professionalism, the tendency for the coalition’s credibility to be undermined exists.
NEW’s objective is to position itself with the required resources (human, financial and logistical)
to be able to meet these special challenges which prevents effective observation of the
electoral process, especially on polling day.
Strategic Area

Issues

Strategic
Objective

1. Special challenges
and difficulties
associated with
Polling Day and its
stages

Limited resources
(human, financial,
logistical, etc. ) to
observe the electoral
activities
Need to advance
knowledge on
electoral observation

Results of all
elections
conducted are
acceptable by all
stakeholders
including political
parties,
stakeholders and
the public.

Strategies or key Interventions















Recruitment and training of 8,018 short term
observers
Recruitment and training of 550 priority
observers
Recruitment and training of 132 long term
observers
Recruitment and training of 3,300 Centre result
texters
Mobilization and distribution of resources and
deployment of 12,000 observers
Train 3,300 registration and exhibition observers
Recruit and train 12,000 run-off observers
Track, document, display and report incidences
on Polling days and Run-off
Recruit and train 20 observers to monitor
elections offences and petitions in court
Equip NEW structures to follow and observe the
nomination and campaign period
Recruit ,train and deploy 12,000 observers to
observe the referendum
Recruit, train and deploy observers to monitor
by-elections
Recruit, train and deploy observers to monitor
chieftaincy elections
Recruit, train and deploy observers to monitor
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village head elections
Elections observation documentation and
reporting

Strategic Area 2: Security and Non-Violent Electoral and Political Process
In the country’s recent history, relationship between the security apparatus, especially the
Sierra Leone Police (SLP) and the citizens has been gradually deteriorating. In some instances,
the operations of this very important stakeholder in the political and electioneering process has
been described as unprofessional mixed with the display of evident corruption. Support
towards them for rapid response to security issues is sometimes delayed and ineffective. The
state tends to have absolute control over them at the expense of their constitutional duty of
protecting citizens’ lives and property. The proliferation of security with arms and ammunitions
in recent elections, for example, the Bye-election in Kailahun 2016 has been frightening.
The political landscape is characterized by intolerance, within the same political parties and
between different political parties. In existence, are political thugs ready to unleash violence
on their opponents. Without a reliable security arrangement, the situation as described is a
recipe for unprecedented electoral violence in the 2017/2018 electoral cycle. The acceptance
of the outcome of the elections could be clouded by violence.
NEW intends to engage and work with the ONS, LPPBs, political parties and other stakeholders
to enhance the security code of conduct and closely monitor its implementation by all required
parties and actors.
Strategic Area
2. Security and
Non-Violent
Electoral and
Political
Processes

Issues


Lack of trust
between the
public and
security
apparatus



Political
activities are
characterized
by inter and
intra-party
intolerance

Strategic
Objective
Elections are
conducted in a
peaceful and
friendly
atmosphere and
its outcome
accepted by all
sides

Strategies or key Interventions







Undertake constructive engagement with
security sector stakeholders, including ONS
and LPPBs, for a professional conduct during
elections through 12 monthly stakeholders
meeting
In partnership with ONS, conduct a 3-days
workshop to review recent policing conduct
and reach consensus on guidelines for
professional policing during the electoral
processes
In Partnership with ONS, use the outcomes
of the workshop to review the Recent
Policing Conduct/Guideline on Elections
Through Situation Room analysis, monitor
adherence to policing guidelines to identify
defaulters for necessary actions
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Embark on constructive engagement with
various political parties at bilateral and
multilateral levels in order for them and
their supporters to abide by the policing
guidelines
Educate the public, especially political
parties on the revised code of conduct on
safety and security in Elections
Monitor stakeholders adherence to the
safety and security code of conduct and take
relevant actions

Strategic Area 3: Adherence to Political and Electoral Laws and Processes

The abuse of political processes and laws has been done with impunity in past elections. In
many instances, the incumbent and traditional rulers have interfered with the political and
electoral process in contravention with best democratic practices. There exist a political Party
Code of Conduct with no punitive measures and thus has been repeatedly violated. With the
state been polarized along regional lines, accountability and the tenants of good governance
had been consistently violated with impunity.
In existence, are laws, such as, the 1965 Public Order Act, that threatens the functions of some
stakeholders in the electoral process, especially, the National Elections Watch and the media.
In the loop, is the resistant to implement the recommendations of the post war Truth and
Reconciliation Commission Report, specifically, in the area of giving more space to women and
young peoples’ representation in national politics.
The political parties, in their duty fail to publicly declare their sources of political financing
during elections.
The incumbent often monopolizes the Media, especially the public media especially in young
democracies. In Sierra Leone, some of them have become unprofessional, as a consequent,
taking sides during political and electoral processes. The political parties are giving unequal
access to the media, making the political arena not level.
NEW’s objective is to work with the relevant partners and stakeholders and ensure adherence
to the political and electoral laws by all political parties during the entire electoral cycle. Focus
will be placed on the Political Parties Code of Conduct, the Media Code of Practice and Political
Party Financing.
Strategic Area

Issues

Strategic
Objective

Strategies or key Interventions
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Adherence to Political
and Electoral Laws and
Processes






Violation of
media laws, code
of practices
during elections
period
Weak media
monitoring
during elections
Limited number
of media
monitors

Government,
Political parties
and the media
adhere to political
and electoral laws
and processes for
free, fair and
credible electoral
process














Set up Incident Report Platform within the
Situation Room
Campaign for a political party financing law in
partnership with PPRC
Train 60 Monitors to track Political Parties Code
of Conduct, Media Code of Practice and Political
Party Financing and 10 monitoring supervisors
In partnership with other stakeholders, including
other EMBs and International partners, work
with the government to streamline political and
electoral protocols especially the Political Parties
Registration and Regulation Law and Policy on
Political Party Financing
Review 2018 policing conduct in the elections
and reach consensus on guidelines for
professional policing during the 2023 electoral
cycle
Monitor the implementation of the defined
boundaries as it relates to roles and
responsibility between individuals in political
parties and the state
In partnership with the Independent Radio
Network (IRN) Enhance the capacity of the
fourth estate on the media codes of conduct in
political and electoral processes
Monitor access of political parties to the media
and adherence of the media to the political and
electoral codes of conduct

Strategic Area 4: Enhancing Citizens Knowledge on Political and Electoral Laws, and
Processes
The level of illiteracy in Sierra Leone, estimated to 65% is one of the highest in the world.
Implicitly, knowledge on political and electoral processes is limited. The situation undermines
the acceptance of their responsibility in the fulfillment of their franchise. Voting for their
representatives in most times is not based on informed choice, but by partisan, region or tribal
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basis, often leading to the selection of the wrong representatives. Once these elected
representatives assume office, they ignore their purpose for which they were elected.
NEW’s focus will be to engage the sensitize the public as much as possible, improve citizens
knowledge on electoral laws and processes through civic education campaigns.
Strategic Area
Enhancing Citizens
Knowledge on Political
and Electoral Laws,
and Processes

Issues
Weak
implementation of
electoral laws
Limited attention to
sources of funds for
Campaigns Financing
Inadequate citizens
knowledge on
political and electoral
laws and processes

Strategic
Objective
Politicians are
elected based on
informed
decisions by
citizens due to
improved
knowledge on
political and
electoral
processes

Strategies or key Interventions







Hold consultation with wide range of civil
society organizations on the importance of
political and civic education
In partnership with selected CSOs and other
stakeholders, including religious and educational
institutions, develop political and civic education
mapping
In partnership with CSOs and other
stakeholders, undertake robust political and
civic education activities in advance of 2023
Introduce political and Civic education listening
groups, particularly in remote communities
Monitor the implementation of political and
civic education strategies and undertake
necessary actions

Strategic Area 5: Institutional and Management Capacity Development
In every learning and dynamic organization, continuously reviewing institutional and
management capacity and improving on the gaps are considered as best practice. NEW
recognizes its institutional and management capacity gaps: with high dependence on donor
funds, sustainability of its operations is often a challenge and capacity of its personnel needs to
be enhanced. Funding is often inadequate to undertake its priority functions. In the discharge
of their functions, some of its personnel have displayed unprofessionalism and naked
corruption. Internal communication has always been a thorny issue during internal review
processes.
In the recruitment of its personnel, especially volunteers for the monitoring of electoral
processes, there have always been inadequacies. Some of the volunteers are not thoroughly
screened, and when recruited, training on electoral processes is often rushed. Stipend given to
its volunteer observers is grossly inadequate and non-competitive, and at the end loosing
quality persons to other stakeholders like National Electoral Commission.
This strategic area focuses on building the capacity of NEW and strengthening its coalition over
the planning period to be able to deliver on its core mandate and as well explored other
potential intervention areas its institutional and financial sustainability.
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Strategic Area
Improving Institutional
and Management
Capacity Development

Issues


Capacity
development
framework for NEW



Policies, plans and
strategies



Administrative and
financial guidelines
and procedures



Weak fund raising
capacity

Strategic
Objective
Institutional
and
management
capacity of
NEW is
improved

Strategies or key Interventions

















Undertake internal institutional and
management capacity review to identify and
analyze gaps
Develop a capacity building plan
Recruit a full time Monitoring and Quality
Assurance Officer to Mainstream NEW’s core
values across all levels of its organizational
strata
Develop or review volunteer recruitment
manual and train recruitment officers on its
application
Train 140 observation Recruitment Officers to
service all districts in 17 locations
Develop a comprehensive training manual for
the training of volunteers
Improve supervision mechanisms on polling day
through the provision of logistics and equipment
(vehicles, motor bikes, laptops, internet)
Provide a competitive stipend to volunteer
observers, both short and long term
Designed Customized and instituted technology
system for NEW’s Reporting
Develop a communication strategy and plan
Develop Administrative and Operational
Manual
Develop a Conflict of Interest Policy
Develop a Gender and Disability Policy
Hire HR Expert to review NEW’s HR Manual
Engage a team to facilitate Fund Raising
activities

Strategic Area 6: NEW Accessibility to Every Polling Community across the Country
Despite improvement in the construction roads, many areas in the country are still difficult to
access, especially remote and mountainous communities, and riverine areas. Due to their
remoteness, communication to and from these communities are hardly especially through
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mobile communication services. Apart from these, there are other challenges that are human.
Customs, traditional, cultural and language has from experience posed difficulties.
Giving the large-scale logistics implication for NEW to be present in every polling station,
providing the necessary logistics and on time is certainly a major concern. The commensurate
support to overcome these difficult to reach areas is often not available to frontline teams.

Strategic Area

Issues

NEW Accessibility to
Every Polling
Community across the
Country

Several polling stations
are difficult to access due
to geographical and road
challenges
Many polling stations
located in communities
with weak or no
communication
connectivity

Strategic
Objective
Access to
every Polling
station
especially in
remote and
riverine
communities
is improved

Strategies or key Interventions








Develop a comprehensive logistics support plan,
with special consideration for difficult and hard
to reach areas
Cost the logistics plan, mobilize and provide the
necessary resources to match the logistics
demand
Expand the VPN at chiefdom level; lobby and
advocate with communication service outlets for
special consideration like temporary
communications to areas that regular mobile
signal cannot reach
Uphold NEW’s volunteer Recruitment strategy,
emphasizing the clause of organizational
recruitment through local community based
recruitment drive
Monitor the implementation of the logistic plan
and take necessary actions
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Part 5: Programme of Strategic Interventions/Activities and Projected Costs
Most of the strategic areas and interventions are aligned with NEW’s core mandate, which is electoral observation and monitoring.
This is why most of the activities are planned towards the 2018 electoral cycle and other follow-up electoral activities. NEW needs to
mobilize a lot of funding for the first two years of the strategic plan (2017 -2018) although there are other critical interventions that
also require quick mobilization of resources. NEW wants to position itself as an effective and efficient organization with the
capability to intervene in other governance priorities as encapsulated in its vision in the nearest future. Hence, significant attention
has been paid to building the institutional and management capacity of NEW over the planning period. Current funding
engagements exist between NEW and DFID, EU and possibly other donors including OSIWA. Frantic efforts will be made to engage
more donors and partners to establish more funding engagements that will facilitate the full implementation of the strategic
interventions and activities.

Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

Special challenges
and difficulties
associated with
Polling Day and its
stages

Results of all elections
conducted are
acceptable by all
stakeholders including
political parties,
stakeholders and the
public.

Recruitment and training of 8,018 short
term observers
Recruitment and training of 550 priority
observers
Recruitment and training of 132 long
term observers
Recruitment and training of 3,300
Centre result texters
Mobilization and distribution of
resources and deployment of 12,000
observers
Train 3,300 registration and exhibition
observers

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

Funding
Situation

387,671.40

Currently funded
through DFID
Currently funded
through DFID
Funding Gap

36,000
306,328
44,595
90,000
260,154

Currently funded
through DFID
Funding Gap

Currently funded
through DFID
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

Security and
Non-Violent
Electoral and
Political Process

Elections are
conducted in a
peaceful and friendly
atmosphere and its
outcome accepted by
all sides

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

Funding
Situation

Recruit and train 12,000 run-off
observers
Track, document, display and report
incidences on Polling days and Run-off
Recruit and train 20 observers to
monitor elections offences and petitions
in court
Equip NEW structures to follow and
observe the nomination and campaign
period
Recruit ,train and deploy 12,000
observers to observe the referendum
Recruit, train and deploy observers to
monitor by-elections
Recruit, train and deploy observers to
monitor chieftaincy elections
Recruit, train and deploy observers to
monitor village head elections
Elections observation documentation
and reporting

461,500

Funding Gap

299,352

Funding Gap

9,325

Funding Gap

18,000

Funding Gap

461,500

Funding Gap

35,000

Funding Gap

152,000

Funding Gap

12,000

Funding Gap

15,000

Funding Gap

Undertake constructive engagement
with security sector stakeholders,
including ONS and LPPBs, for a
professional conduct during elections
through 12 monthly stakeholders
meeting
In partnership with ONS, conduct a
3-days workshop to review recent
policing conduct and reach

45,750

Funding Gap

94,600

Funding Gap
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

consensus on guidelines for
professional policing during the
electoral processes
In Partnership with ONS, use the
outcomes of the workshop to review
the Recent Policing
Conduct/Guideline on Elections
Through Situation Room analysis,
monitor adherence to policing
guidelines to identify defaulters for
necessary actions
Embark on constructive engagement
with various political parties at
bilateral and multilateral levels in
order for them and their supporters
to abide by the policing guidelines
Educate the public, especially
political parties on the revised code
of conduct on safety and security in
Elections
Monitor stakeholders adherence to
the safety and security code of
conduct and take relevant actions
Adherence to
Political and
Electoral Laws and
Processes

Government, Political
parties and the media
adhere to political and
electoral laws and
processes for free, fair

Set up Incident Report Platform within a
Situation Room
Train 60 Monitors to track Political
Parties Code of Conduct, Media Code of
Practice and Political Party Financing

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

17,600

Funding
Situation

Funding Gap

214,720

36,200

Funding Gap

175,000

Funding Gap

No cost

-

No cost

-

75,000

Funding Gap
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

and credible electoral
process

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

Funding
Situation

Train 20 monitoring supervisors

25,000

Funding Gap

In partnership with other stakeholders,
including other EMBs and International
partners, work with the government to
streamline political and electoral
protocols especially the Political Parties
Registration and Regulation Law and
Policy on Political Party Financing
Undertake constructive engagement
with security sector stakeholders,
including LPPBs, for a professional
conduct during elections
Review recent policing conduct and
reach consensus on guidelines for
professional policing during the electoral
processes
Constructively engage political parties to
define boundaries between their role
and the role of NEW in political and
electoral processes
Monitor the implementation of the
defined boundaries as it relates to roles
and responsibility and take necessary
actions
In partnership with the Independent
Radio Network (IRN) Enhance the
capacity of the fourth estate on the
media codes of conduct in political and
electoral processes

7,500

Funding Gap

No cost

-

No cost

-

5,000

No cost

7,500

Funding Gap

-

Funding Gap
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

Citizens
Knowledge on
Political and
Electoral Laws, and
Processes

Institutional and

Politicians are elected
based on informed
decisions by citizens
due to improved
knowledge on political
and electoral processes
and citizens are able to
track delivery of
political parties based
on manifestos

Institutional and

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

Funding
Situation

Monitor access to the media and
adherence of the media to the political
and electoral codes of conduct
Hold consultation with wide range of
civil society organizations on the
importance of political and civic
education

No Cost

30,000

Funding Gap

In partnership with selected CSOs and
other stakeholders, including religious
and educational institutions, develop
political and civic education mapping

5,000

Funding Gap

In partnership with CSOs and other
stakeholders, undertake robust political
and civic education activities

81,000

Funding Gap

Introduce political and Civic education
listening groups, particularly in remote
communities
Monitor the implementation of political
and civic education strategies and
undertake necessary actions
Collect all Political parties and
presidential candidates manifestos
Develop a tracking tool to monitor
adherence of the winning party and
candidates (presidential and
Mayoral/Chairpersons)
Undertake internal institutional and

50,000

Funding Gap

10,000

Funding Gap

100,000

Funding Gap

-

-

Currently funded
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

Management
Capacity
Development

management capacity
of NEW is improved

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

management capacity review to identify
and analyze gaps
Develop a capacity building plan
Recruit a full time Monitoring and
Quality Assurance Officer to
Mainstream NEW’s core values across all
level of its organizational strata

Funding
Situation
through EU

5,000
-

Funding Gap
Currently funded
through DFID for
2018 cycle

Develop or review volunteer
recruitment manual and train
recruitment officers on its application

5,000

Funding Gap

Train 140 observation Recruitment
Officers to service all districts in 17
locations

50,000

Funding Gap

Develop a comprehensive training
manual for the training of volunteers

5,000

Funding Gap

Improve supervision mechanisms on
polling day through the provision of
logistics and equipment (vehicles, motor
bikes, laptops, internet, smart phones)
Provide a competitive stipend to
volunteer observers, both short and
long term
Designed Customized and instituted
technology system for NEW’s Reporting

300,000

Funding Gap

150, 000

Funding available
for the 2018
electoral cycle
Funded by
OSIWA
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Strategic Area

Strategic Objectives

Strategic Interventions/Activities

Timeline
2017

NEW Accessibility
to Every Polling
Community across
the Country

Access to every Polling
station especially in
remote and riverine
communities is
improved

2018

2019

2020

2021

Projected
Costs
(USD)

Funding
Situation

Develop a communication strategy and
plan
Develop Administrative and Operational
Manual
Develop a Conflict of Interest Policy
Develop a Gender and Disability Policy
Hire HR Expert to review NEW’s HR
Manual
Engage a team to facilitate Fund Raising
activities
Develop a comprehensive logistics
support plan, with special consideration
for difficult and hard to reach areas

50,000

Funding Gap

50,000

Funding Gap

50,000
50,000
50,000

Funding Gap
Funding Gap
Funding Gap

10,000

Funding Gap

Cost the logistics plan, mobilize and
provide the necessary resources to
match the logistics demand

10,000

Funding Gap

Expand the VPN at chiefdom level; lobby
and advocate with communication
service outlets for special consideration
like temporary communications to areas
that normal mobile cannot reach
Uphold NEW’s volunteer Recruitment
strategy, emphasizing the clause of
organizational recruitment through local
community based recruitment drive
Monitor the implementation of the
logistic plan and take necessary actions

50,000

Funding Gap

No cost

-

No cost

-

No cost

-
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